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Abstract— A DTN is a network of smaller networks. It is an 

overlay on top of special-purpose networks, including the 

Internet. DTNs support interoperability of other networks by 

accommodating long disruptions and delays between and 

within those networks, and by translating between the 

communication protocols of those networks. In providing 

these functions, DTNs accommodate the mobility and 

limited power of evolving wireless communication devices. 

DTNs were originally developed for interplanetary use, 

where the speed of light can seem slow and delay-tolerance 

is the highest need. However, Delay tolerant networks may 

have extreme most diverse applications in the Earth, where 

disruption-tolerance is the highest need. Delay tolerant 

networks Routing has thus stimulated since it must handle 

partitioning of the network, long delays, and also dynamic 

topology in such networks. In current years, social-based 

methods, which attempt to the exploit social performances 

of the Delay tolerant network nodes to make a suitable 

routing decision, have drawn tremendous interests in the 

Delay tolerant networks routing design. In this paper define 

about routing protocol classification, existing network 

information etc.                                  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), additionally known as 

intermittently  connected Mobile networks, are wireless 

networks within which a completely connected path from 

source to destination is not likely to exist. But, sufficiently 

forwarding supported a restricted information of make 

contact with the behavior of nodes is challenging. but, such 

generally spare ad-hoc networks usually cannot hold the 

kind of along connectivity necessary by the typical 

Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol suite placed 

communications owing recurrent topography adjustment, 

disruptions, with network partitions induces the node 

association as a substitute, asynchronous message transient 

(as well assign to as store-carry-forward networking) have 

been optional to allow communication more than the space-

time path so as to live in the above kind of networks .The 

opportunistic networking stems from the research area of 

mobile adhoc networks (MANET) but in mobile adhoc 

networks packets can only be transmitted when the links 

between nodes is established and packets can get lost when 

the network contacts is intermittent so packet delivery ratio 

is not good in MANET. To overcome this problem a DTN is 

used.DTN works when conventional network  decline and 

the original routing protocol are needed. It implements a 

message in thin portable adhoc networks when there is no 

path between source to destination [1]. DTN generally 

cannot support the TCP/IP (transfer control protocol/internet 

protocol) based communication due to the problem of 

frequent topology changes. Then we come to opportunistic 

network, which is a subclass of DTN, the goal of this study 

is to add more realism to the simulations of DTN.The only 

difference between the MANET and Opportunistic network 

is the storage capacity of nodes 

II. TAXANOMY OF DTN ROUTING PROTOCOLS  

 
Fig. TAXANOMY of DTN Routing Protocols
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III. CLASSIFICATION OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

The active routing protocols in DTNs are classify by 

reverence to their strategy for controlling message copies 

and creation the forwarding result. 

A. Number of Destination  

According to the amount of destination nodes of a message, 

routing protocols is classified into three categories: unicast 

routing, multicast routing, and broadcast routing.  

1) Unicast routing: Single destination for every message.  

2) Multicast routing: cluster of destination nodes for every 

message.  

3) Broadcast routing: Every  nodes within the network are 

destination nodes for every message  

B. Number of Copy  

Depending on the amount of message copies utilize in the 

routing method, protocols is classified into two categories 

[2, 3]: single-copy and multiple-copy. 

1) Single-copy routing protocols: simply a single copy for 

every message exists in the system at every time.  

 

Single Copy 

+ lower number of transmission 

+ lower contention for shared resources 

 
1) Multiple-copy routing protocols: multiple copies of 

similar message be able to generated and circulated 

hooked on the network.  

 

Multiple Copy 

+ lower delivery delay 

+ higher robustness  

Moreover, multiple copy routing protocols may be more 

divided into flooding-based and quota based.  

a) Flooding-based routing protocol: distribution a copies 

of every message to as several nodes as probable . 

b) Quota-based routing protocol: deliberately limit the 

amount of message copies  

IV. AVAILABLE NETWORK KNOWLEDGE 

In addition,consistent with whether or not the forwarding 

call relies on the data copied from the nodes’ encounters or 

not, protocols will morever be classified into two categories: 

Deterministic and Non-deterministic (Opportunistic) [4]. 

1) Deterministic routing protocol: whole information of 

node trajectory, meet probability of nodes and node 

assembly times and phase to create the forwarding 

result.  

2) Non-deterministic routing protocols: nothing 

information of fixed path between source and 

destination.  

A. Replication-Based 

In distinction, replication-based protocols put in 

multiplecopies, or replicas, of a message hooked on the 

network to raise the probability of message 

delivery.Fundamentally, replicationbased protocols 

influence a transaction between the resource usage(e.g., 

bandwidth and node memory) and delivery of message 

probability. even though all replication-based protocols get 

benefit of this transaction, these protocols may be more 

separated hooked on two classes based on the amount of 

replicas formed:quota-based and flooding-based.  

1) Quota-Based:  

quota-based protocols deliberately limit the amount of 

replicas. suppose that mt indicates the maximum amount of 

exclusive messages (exclusive of replicas) that have been 

formed previous to a number of time t. subsequently,an 

higher bound on the total amount of messages (with 

replicas) in the network at time t is mt • L, where L is the 

maximum amount of replicas for every known message. L 

can be a probabilistic or discrete variable. specified these 

definitions,a quota-based routing protocol be able to  

defined as follow:A replication-based routing protocol is 

quota-based if and only if L is self-determining of the 

amount of nodes in the network (presumptuous the kind of 

the network, such as storage space, bandwidth, and mobility, 

permit for each node to contain a copies of each message). 

whereas quota-based protocols are far enhanced stewards of 

the network resources than their counterparts of flooding-

based, one probable analysis is their in capability to 

effectively deliver a similar amount of messages. In this 

paper, we show this to be false by initial a quota-based 

protocol by an encounter-based routing metric that have 

very low routing overhead, whereas maintain delivery ratios 

improved than or similar to current flooding-based 

protocols. 

2) Flooding Families:   

In flooding familiesevery node have a amount of replicas of 

every message & transmits them to a locate of nodes (for a 

moment call relay) every the relays sustain the replicas as 

well as accumulate them in their buffer space until they 

connect with the next nodes. Replicates  messages to 

sufficient nodes so that the destination nodes must accept it. 
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Uses knowledge about the network to choose the best path 

(shortest one) to the destination. Flooding Strategy are 

Multiple copies of the similar message will be created and 

delivered to a set of nodes call relay nodes, which store up 

the message until they can “contact” of the destination node. 

Flooding strategic benefit is Good chance of bringing   the  

source  in  contact  with the destination,  High  probability  

of  message delivery to  be successful, No global or local 

knowledge about the network. use the message replication 

be able to raise the probability of message delivery. The 

fundamental protocols in this relations do not would like any 

information regarding the network. The major issue by 

flooding-based protocols is their high require on the network 

resources, such as storage space and bandwidth. but a few 

knowledge regarding the network is referred to as an extra 

routing metric, the flooding scheme can be considerably 

better. Direct contact, tree-based flooding, epidemic routing, 

prioritized epidemic routing ,probabilistic routing and 

reconfigurable ubiquitous networked embedded system 

(RUNES), two-hop relay routing protocols belong to the 

flooding family. 

B. Epidemic Routing Protocol 

Epidemic routing algorithm published by Vahdat and 

Becker et al. (2000), & proposed as a flooding-based 

forwarding algorithm [5]. The major objective of the 

Epidemic Routing are to: i) minimize the total resources 

consumed in message delivery ii) maximize message 

delivery rate and iii) minimize message latency. Epidemic 

Routing incur important require on together bandwidth and 

buffer. LeBrun et al. [6] proposed a scheme by the motion 

vector (MoVe) of mobile nodes to forecast their potential 

location.. In epidemic routing, all the nodes can become the 

carrier, and it is established that messages can be transmitted 

with a high probability . However, network resources are 

extreme a greatdeal 

 
Fig. 2: When two hosts (A and B) come into transmission 

range of one another, they first exchange summary vectors, 

then the necessary packets for transmission is decided and as 

final step these packets are transmitted to each other. 

General Specs Remarks 

Network Environment Adhoc Network 

Application 

 

Mobile sensor network, 

Smart Dust, Military 

deployment 

Algorithm1 [6] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Delivery Rate  

Hop Count  

Latency 
Inversely proportional to 

Transmission range 

Buffer Utilization Function of Buffer size 

C. Prioritized Epidemic Routing (PREP):  

Prioritizes the messages used for communication and 

removal by a priority function. Priority function is base on 

present price to destination, present cost as of source ,ending 

time, creation time, Inter-node costs are calculated by a 

metric called average availability. PREP has two basic 

modules: 

Topology awareness: Helps in the manipulative 

routing costs as of a node to a destination. This LSA switch 

is called Topology Sync as the nodes study from every 

other.LSA switch give the nodes the information of the 

network topology in the current period of time.This “best 

effort” topology awareness is used to the analyze routing 

costs. Dijkstra’s algorithm is used for  lowest cost route. 

Formula : (1-AA)+0.01 

AA-Average Availability 

- Message drop and Transmit property:A priority  method 

for delete and transmit message packets. every message 

have a Pd (drop priority) and Pt (transmit priority).Pd of 

a packet is lowly cost pathway from the recent node to 

the destination.Pt of a packet is based on cost to the 

endpoint and also packet expire time.while the buffer of 

the node crosses a threshold, it start to drop packets 

based on Pd and stop only behind a lesser threshold is 

crossed. 

D. Direct Delivery Routing 

This routing protocol simply permits that information be 

able to deliver in single hop . Owing to its minimum 

appearance, it does not put away much resources, and it uses 

exactly single message communication while the source can 

direct contact with the destinationThe simplest approach of 

relay message as of source to destination in DTN is to send 

out the messages instantly as soon as nodes called source 

and destination come up to  contact by every other directly. 

This scheme wait pending the node call source comes in 

contact by the node call destination previous to forwarding 

some message. This is the collapse case of the flooding 

family, everywhere the set of nodes called relay nodes 

contain only the destination. This method forever selects the 

direct path among the source and the destination. Direct 

delivery routing strategy does not need some information 

regarding the network. but it only workings if the source 

node come in contact by the destination node. The message 

figures, we obtain behind simulations is tabulate.This 

routing protocol allows that information be able to  

transmitted in single hop [7,8]. owing to its easy kind, it 

does not consume several resources, and it uses accurately 

single message transmission while the source be able to 

directly contact by the destination. 

 
Fig. 2.3: Direct Contact Routing Example 
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In the example scenario, node A can only messages 

deliver to the nodes B and D, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Additionally, it is faster for node A to deliver a message to 

node D via the path A-B-C-D, which it cannot do. 

General Specs Remarks 

Network Environment MANET 

Application 
Info station 

Architecture 

Algorithm1 [7,8] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Hop Count Single 

Resource Consumption Very less 

Network Knowledge Not Required 

Delivery Ratio 
Inversely proportional 

to no. of nodes 

E. Two Hop Contact 

In this technique [9], a message is forward beside an border 

selected arbitrarily between all the present contacts. If every 

limits are presently busy, the message wait intended for an 

border to happen be obtainable and is assign to the initial 

accessible contact. 

General Specs Remarks 

 

Network Environment 

 

Remote Village & City 

connectivity, non trivial 

network topology 

Application Scientific 

Algorithm1 [9] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Delivery Ratio Poor 

Hop Count Many 

Path Loop 
Present, if frequent contacts 

between node pair 

Network Knowledge Local 

Tree-Based Flooding: In this routing protocol, the 

technique of flooding is built on tree structure [1]. Both 

deciding how to create copies and establish the   number   of 

copies  are  significant  issues  in this routing protocol, the 

way of flooding is based on tree structure..Flooding since 

the place of relays form a tree of nodes rooted at the source. 

Two hop relay be able to  view as Tree-Based Flooding by a 

deepness of one.There are several approach to make a 

decision how to create copies. A easy method is to permit 

every node to make infinite copies, however to control the 

message to move a maximum of n hops from the source[10]. 

 
Fig. 2.5: Tree-based Flooding example 

F. SPRAY and WAIT Routing Protocol:  

Spyropoulos et al., (2005) proposed the spray and wait 

routing protocol to organize the stage of spreading of 

messages all through the network. related towards the 

epidemic routing, the spray and wait protocol suppose no 

information of network topology as well as mobility sample 

of nodes. It basically ahead multiple copies of arriving 

messages using flooding method. The distinction among 

spray and wait protocol with epidemic routing system is 

with the intention of it simply spreads L copies of messages. 

The writer in [11] prove so as to minimum stage of L to 

obtain the normal delay intended for message delivery 

depends on the quantity of nodes in the network as well as 

self-determining of the size of network and communication 

range . There are two phases: 

- Spray phase: In this phase, a partial number of replicas 

(L) of a message is increase above the network with the 

source and several previous nodes which later on 

receives a replica of the message.  

- Wait phase: subsequent to the spreading of all replicas 

of the message is complete as well as the destination is 

not encountered with a node by a copy of the message 

in the spraying phase, subsequently every of these 

nodes delivery a message replica try to carry its have 

replica to destination by direct transmission  alone. 

General Specs Remarks 

Network 

Environment 

Intermittently connected mobile 

networks 

Application Generic routing scheme 

Algorithm1 [11] 

Efficiency 

Parameters 
 

Effect of traffic load 
Performs less transmission, 

faster 

Delivery Ratio Above 90 % 

Effect of 

Connectivity 
Effect of Connectivity 

G. Spray and Focus:  

This algorithm is intended to remove several deficiency of 

Spray and Wait algorithm in a few network 

environments[12]s. In Spray andWait algorithm, just the 

once every the replicas of the message is reach to various 

nodes and wait phase is started, however condition the 

mobility of every node be limited to a little local area, 

subsequently it can not be probable to deliver single of the 

copies towards the destination. thus, author also suggest a 

diverse edition of the Spray and Wait algorithm. There are 

moreover two phases in this algorithm: 

- Spray phase: This phase is in fact similar by the spray 

phase of the first algorithm. For each message originate 

at the source node, L message copies are spread to 

every L diverse nodes. 

- Focus phase: one time the spraying phase is complete, 

subsequently nodes begin to travel around towards 

locate the destination. however diverse than the wait 

phase of the first algorithm, in this phase, every copy in 

a particular node is try to be there routed towards a 

closed node by a single copy utility based system [13] 
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General Specs Remarks 

 

Network Environment 

 

Intermittently 

connected mobile 

networks 

Application Generic routing scheme 

Algorithm1 [13] 

Efficiency Parameters 
 

 

No. of transmission Function of 

transmission range Average delay 

H. Probabilistic Routing Protocol: 

Probabilistic Routing Protocol applying the History of the 

Encounters and Transitivity (PRoPHET)[14].It utilize 

information of preceding encounter to compute a 

deliverance certainty to every node.Opportunistic contacts 

are utilized also.disadvantage here is message switch 

previous to every transmission. PRoPHET does not achieve 

well still for small delay values, neither intended for little 

nor for huge file sizes  

I. Delivery Predictability: 

while two nodes get together the message is transfer to the 

further node but the deliverance certainty of the destination 

of the message is superior on the another node. 

General Specs Remarks 

Network Environment Partitioned network 

Application 
Generic Routing for 

DTN 

Algorithm1 [14] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Message Delivery Function of buffer size 

Message Delivery delay 
Larger queue size 

shorter delay 

Message Exchanges 

Less compared to 

Epidemic. Only sends 

to selected node 

J. MaxProp 

Burgess et al. [15] proposed a protocol called MaxProp for 

efficient routing of messages. A node use MaxProp to 

agenda packets communication to its peers and determine 

which packets have to be removed while buffer space is 

approximately filled. MaxProp  floods the messages 

however openly clears them one time a replica get delivered 

to the destination. In adding, MaxProp sends messages to 

another hosts in precise charge that takes into description 

message hop counts and message delivery probabilities 

based on preceding encounters. We suppose that every peer 

have an efficiently infinite buffer intended for messages that 

they create, although a permanent size buffer for delivery 

messages originate with the others. We assume that transfer 

chances are limited both in bandwidth and duration. We 

suppose peers have no a priori information of network 

connectivity, no organize more than their association denial 

information of geographic place and there are no forever on 

fixed peers in the location. The MaxProp protocol uses 

numerous mechanisms in the concert to growth the 

distribution rate and lower latency of the distributed packets. 

MaxProp uses some mechanism to classify the bid in which 

packets are transmitted and removed. 

General Specs Remarks 

Network Environment 
Vehicular area disruption 

tolerant network 

Application Application 

Algorithm1 [15] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Delivery rate 
Function of transmission 

range 

Delivery delay 
Inversely proportional to 

transmission range 

K. Forwarding Routing:  

Forwarding Routing uses information regarding the network 

to choose the finest pathway(shortest one) to the destination. 

Or make use of network topology and local/global 

knowledge to locate the best route path to deliver the 

message to the destination and there are is message 

replication, network metrics are required to estimate a single 

path. Flooding strategic advantage is No replication -> less 

bandwidth and consumption, more rapidly since the best 

path routing is usedThe representative protocols applying 

the single copy are Mobyspace[17] and Focus and Seek 

[16]. 

 
Fig. 4: Forwarding Approach 

L. Seek and Focus: 

This technique [16], accept utility based/function based 

since fine as randomized routing. with this, they be able to 

beat the sluggish start phase and routing congestion with 

local maximization of utility. The first action associate 

finding of a probable relay neighbor by the applying method 

which is utility-based. This helps to the avoid being struck 

for a long time at a local maximum of service, randomized 

routing is applied in  re-seek phase. 

General Specs Remarks 

 

Network Environment 

 

50 x 50 grid with 40 

nodes, transmission 

range 2-7 meters 

Application General routing protocolfor DTN 

Algorithm1 [16] 

Efficiency Parameters 
 

 

Expected Delay 
Function of Transmission 

range 

Efficiency 
Function of Transmission 

range 

M. MobySpace: 

This technique [17] apply a generic routing method, use by 

high dimensional Euclidean space. The major routing 
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thought is with the intention of the packet have to be 

forward to the node have flexibility guide similar/matching 

to packet’s destination. while in the MobySpace, the 

flexibility pattern of a node provide its coordinate, its 

MobyPoint, routing is complete with forwarding bundle 

against nodes that contain their MobyPoint earlier and 

earlier to the MobyPoint of the destination. 

General Specs Remarks 

 

Network Environment 

 

Virtual contact space & 

mobility pattern with power 

law distribution. Source 

with full knowledge and 

partial knowledge of 

destination mobility pattern 

 

Application Generic DTN Routing 

Algorithm1 [17] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Average Bundle Delay Lower 

Average Route Length Lower 

N. Location Based Routing:  

A distance function is used to estimate the cost of delivering 

messages from one to the other. The benefit of this protocol 

is that it requires very little information about the network. 

However, it consists of two problems. The first problem is 

that even if the distance between two nodes is small, there is 

no security that they will be in a position to communicate 

with each other. The second is that a node’s coordinate 

should usually change.  

General Specs Remarks 

information usage less 

scalability bad 

Routing delivery ratio minimized 

Algorithm1  

Application  

latency normal 

O. Source Routing Protocol: 

In brief, source routing resources the source node is in 

charge of the whole of transmits and determine the path 

based on the topology of the network before the message 

gets into the node. This routing protocol will have good 

performance only when the source is secure to the 

destination.  

General Specs Remarks 

resource consumption normal 

scalability bad 

delivery ratio low 

latency long 

P. Per-Hop Routing: 

In this routing protocol, the forwarding decision is taken 

from the intermediary node when a message arrives  at the 

node. The node completes the next hop for the destination 

and place it in a queue for that contact In Per-hop routing 

there are no routing vector/table and there is bad scalability 

and the best part is that in Per-hop routing [18]loop free is 

available. But the effect is not good. delivery ratio is low 

and latency long.  

Q. Per-Contact Routing:  

In this routing protocol, table of the routing is the 

recomputed all time a contract is obtainable, instead of 

computing the next hop for a message. It establishes that 

each routing decision is complete with the most current 

information [18]. However, to establish the loop freedom is 

a big problem.  

R. Erasure Coding: 

In this method [19], first encode the message at source and 

also produce the huge no. of code blocks. The created code 

blocks are then similarly split among the first relays kr, for 

certain constant k, r is replication factor. The message can 

be decoded at the destination if 1/r of the produced code 

blocks is received.Since code blocks are separated similarly 

among the  kr relays, the message can be decrypted as soon 

as any k relays deliver their document if we assume that no 

code blocks are missing at the time  transmissions to and 

from a relay.  

General Specs Remarks 

Network Environment Zebra net using GPS collars 

Application Generic routing scheme 

Algorithm1 [19] 

Efficiency Parameters  

Data success rate 
Function of deadlines 

(days 

Data latency Lowest 

Routing overhead Lower 

S. EBEC (Estimation-Based Erasure Coding): 

In this method [20], the message is separated into K blocks. 

intended for every message, the source take a copying factor 

R and removal codes R x K equivalent sized blocks. while 

two nodes meet, these message blocks are re-dispatched 

among them according to their approximation values. The 

message is able to  completely decoded on the destination if 

as a minimum K generate blocks is arriving. Note that 

because every message block is 1/K of the size of the unique 

message, it generate the similar overhead as merely 

replicating R copy of the message. 

General Specs Remarks 

Network 

Environment 

Intermittently connected mobile 

networks 

Application Generic routing scheme 

Algorithm1 [20] 

Efficiency 

Parameters 
 

Contact Frequency 
Proportional to number of 

simulation rounds 

Message delivery 

delay 
Lower , dependent on R and K 

Effect of 

Connectivity 

Delay decreases as connectivity 

increases 

V. CONCLUSION 

DTN will form one of the networking significant, specified 

necessity of the connectivity. The classical TCP/IP protocol 

suite is not suited to the current day mobile networks as it 

relies on the end-to-end connectivity being always present 
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and a very low error rate. Delay Tolerant Networks can have 

more general application in the modern social networks 

where social contacts are connected intermittently, however, 

it has abilities that can extend it to be applicable to much 

challenged network circumstances such as used through 

intelligence agencies or space agencies and military. 

However the highest Delay Tolerant Network’s challenge 

remains to be efficient security implementation. DTN 

(Delay Tolerant Networks) may lack constant network 

connectivity. Routing in DTNs has thus stimulated since it 

must handle partitioning of the network, long delays, and 

also dynamic topology in such networks. In present years, a 

social-based methods, which attempt to the exploit social 

behaviors of Delay Tolerant Network nodes to make a 

superior routing decision, have drawn tremendous interests 

in the Delay Tolerant Networks routing design. In this paper 

we define classification of routing protocol on the basis of a 

number of destinations and number of copy and also 

available network knowledge based on Deterministic 

routing protocol and Non-deterministic routing protocols 

and different routing. 
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